LOS ALAMITOS HANDICAPPERS’ RACING REPORT
SUNDAY, JUNE 25, 2017  LES ONAKA – HANDICAPPER/CLOCKER
REPORT SUMMARY
Always Check Program Numbers.
1st PICK

2nd PICK

3rd PICK

1

(5) GRUMPY SMALL MOUTH

(2) AERIAL ARTIST

(1) ZIRONDELLE

2

(2) HELIACAL

(5) PALM CANYON

(6) ILL TELL YOU WHAT

3

(6) BUTTERFLY FAITH

(4) BELLA RAQUELLA

(3) E Z MISS

4

(5) UNLEASHTHEDEMON

(3) DIVIDEMEUP

(4) RGR CHICSLUVME

5

(5) PLEDGED

(1) ZOOMIN FOR JAS

(4) PRIMO CARTEL

6

(1) SWEET BABIE JAMES

(6) SCHOOL PREZ

(3) SHE SNOWS SHES IVORY

7

(5) BEMUSED

(4) WINNERS COOL CHICK

(2) JESS BRING IT

8

(5) KEEP WALKIN

(4) BETTER GOOGLE ME

(3) LOUD LITTLE KID

9

(5) IMAQTPIE

(7) KISSED BY AN EAGLE

(3) LOTTA BLUES MAN

RACE





 BEST BETS OF THE EVENING:

BUTTERFLY FAITH
BEMUSED

3RD RACE
7TH RACE

 PRICE PLAY (Longshot):

Abbreviations:
(Q)
(BTL)

Qualifier/Workout
Better Than Looked

Note:

Horses are listed in order of preference.
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RACE 1
(5) GRUMPY SMALL MOUTH

(2) AERIAL ARTIST

(1) ZIRONDELLE

LES ONAKA'S EARLY PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
1st race (1,2,4,5)

2nd race (2,4,5,6)

3rd race (6)

4th race (3,5)

TOTAL $ 32.00

2nd race (2,4,5,6)

3rd race (4,6)

4th race (3,5)

TOTAL $ 64.00

LARGE TICKEET
1st race (1,2,4,5)

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
GRUMPY SMALL MOUTH broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), dropped back ‐10 lengths as
the pace quickened near the far turn (21.70 opening quarter), ‐6 lengths entering the stretch (rail), rallied too late (clearly
3rd best) in his comeback vs. tougher rivals. He will relish the extra distance and class relieve.
AERIAL ARTIST broke well, quick in stride, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), rushed, dueled inside 3‐
rivals near the far turn (22.20 opening quarter), lacked the needed response down the lane (6.42 final 1/16). Prior effort he
bumped at the start, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), ‐5 lengths near the far turn (21.90 opening
quarter), rallied too late (6.47 final 1/16). He may find himself on the front end in this paceless field.
ZIRONDELLE broke well, chased the lone speed winners mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), ‐10 lengths near the far turn (22.20
opening quarter), lagged ‐16 lengths mid‐final turn, finished out with good energy (6.48 final 1/16). Prior effort he broke ‐2
lengths slow, lagged ‐14 lengths (chasing the 3‐horse speed duel), ‐14 lengths near the far turn (21.87 opening quarter),
cleared inside at midstretch, rallied too late. THE BLINKERS RETURNS FOR THIS EVENT!
BADASMYWIFELETSMEB bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, lagged ‐9 lengths (chasing the lone speed winner) mid‐
backside , ‐10 lengths near the far turn, cleared inside entering the stretch, rallied too late (6.47 final 1/16). Prior effort he
broke well, chased the 4‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐12 lengths), finished out with good energy. He would need a
speed meltdown to win this one.....
********************
OTHERS:
TOUGH RAY fractious in gate, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, settled, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐6
lengths), ‐8 lengths near the far turn (21.71 opening quarter), ‐10 lengths mid‐final turn, lacked a rally down the lane vs.
TOUGHER RIVALS. Prior effort he broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), ‐5 lengths around the
far turn, lacked a rally entering the stretch vs. tougher rivals. He is much better than shown/drops in class and is making
only his 3rd start since his layoff!
((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))

RACE 2
(2) HELIACAL

(5) PALM CANYON

(6) ILL TELL YOU WHAT

HORSES TO WATCH:
HELIACAL broke well, outrun early, ‐12 lengths (chasing the 3‐horse speed duel) mid‐backside, ‐16 lengths near the far turn
(21.98 opening quarter), 4‐5 lanes to clear entering the stretch, RALLIED TOO LATE (6.68 final 1/16). Prior effort she broke
well, dueled 2‐wide (part of the 4‐horse speed duel) mid‐backside, dropped back ‐1 length as the pace quickened near the
far turn (22.40 opening quarter), lacked the needed response entering the stretch. Race could set up nicely and draws
favorably!
PALM CANYON broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐1 length), ‐1 length around the far turn (3‐wide), ‐3
lengths entering the stretch, gamely kept to her task to the end (actually just missed 2nd) thru the 6.64 final 1/16. Prior
effort she broke in, bumped at the start, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), dropped back ‐6 lengths as the
pace quickened mid‐final turn, finished out with good energy (improving her position) thru the 6.34 final 1/16. Formerly
trained by S Perez.
ILL TELL YOU WHAT broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), ‐2 lengths near the far turn (22.76
opening quarter), gamely kept to her task to the end (clearly 2nd best) vs. EASIER. She is good form and that stamps her a
solid contender from slightly off the pace.
HERE COMES BOBBIE broke well, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), dropped back ‐4 lengths as the pace
quickened mid‐final turn, gamely kept to her task to the end vs. easier. Prior effort she broke well, chased the dueling pair
mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), ‐2 lengths around the far turn, lacked the needed response in deep stretch. She must improve
her last 4.....
*******
OTHERS:
LADY DELANEY broke well, shook loose (+1 length) mid‐backside, opened up +2 lengths near the far turn (22.50 opening
quarter), battled the length of the stretch, losing lead in deep stretch (rapid 5.96 final 1/16). Can she repeat that kind of
performance?
((((((((()))))))

RACE 3
(6) BUTTERFLY FAITH 

(4) BELLA RAQUELLA

(3) E Z MISS

MAJOR WIN PLAYER:
BUTTERFLY FAITH swerved in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐1 length), ‐3
lengths near the far turn (22.64 opening quarter), ‐3 lengths entering the stretch (3‐wide), rallied too late (clearly 2nd best)
thru the rapid 6.39 final 1/16. STRICLY ONE TO BEAT!
************************************
OTHERS:
BELLA RAQUELLA overmatched when facing much tougher at the major circuits. Freshened since 11/13/14. Brings with her
a series of ordinary works. She will be facing any world beaters.
E Z MISS bumped (pushed in) shortly after the start, outrun.
LADY SIF broke well, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐4 lengths), ‐4 lengths near the far turn (22.64 opening quarter),
‐5 lengths mid‐final turn, lacked a rally down the lane vs. BUTTERFLY FAITH.

MISTY MONI broke out (2‐3 lanes) shortly after the start, lagged‐10 lengths (chasing the dueling pair) mid‐backside, ‐14
lengths near the far turn, lacked a rally down the lane.
AMERICAS GAL showed nothing in her 2nd start locally.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 4
(5) UNLEASHTHEDEMON

(3) DIVIDMEUP

(4) RGR CHICSLUVME

HORSES TO WATCH:
UNLEASHETHEDEMON (15.61) hesitated, broke off balance, drifted out (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐2 lengths, ‐2
lengths past the gap, leveled midway, flew too late (SHOULD HAVE WON) when favorably drawn (9.99 final 1/8). Prior effort
she was bumped back shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, gamely kept to her task to the
end. Terrific finisher holds the highest ratings based on adjusted clocking!
DIVIDEMEUP (15.65) broke off balance, bumped repeatedly shortly after the start, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, raced in
tight quarters (bumped repeatedly) midway, CLEARED TOO LATE (9.85 final 18) vs. TOUGHER RIVALS. Prior effort (15.70)
she broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the
final 1/2 vs. tougher rivals. Class dropper is coming off a series of troubled trips. WATCH OUT IF SHE AVOIDS TROUBLE....
******************************************************************************
OTHERS:
RGR CHICSLUVEME (15.76) broke off balance, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, drifted in past the gap, right there
midway, gamely kept to his task to the end (tough loss) thru the 9.99 final 1/8 vs. UNLEASHTHEDEMON and company. He
will be making only his 2nd start since 02/21/15!
BF EYES ON FOOSE raced in tight quarters (bumped repeatedly) shortly after the start. Prior effort she bobbled at the start,
losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, caught in tight quarters (took up repeatedly/losing path) midway, not
abused, finished out full of run vs. easier. 3‐back she hesitated, pushed out shortly after the start, losing ‐2 lengths, raced ‐2
1/2 lengths past the gap (toss it out). Trouble prone performer fits well on the class drop and outside draw.
V F STRONG BUZZ (15.82) broke well, quick in stride (lead), drifted in (2‐3 lanes) past the gap, held gamely vs. soft maidens.
Prior effort (16.03) he broke well, quick in stride, right there past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2. He
will be tackling winners for the 1st time.
SWEET JUKEBOX bumped at the start, losing ‐ 1 length, raced in tight quarters (bumped repeatedly) all the way past the
gap, never had a chance (toss it out) vs. UNLEASHTHEDEMON and company. Prior effort (15.76) she broke off balance at the
start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐1 length past the gap, kept to her task to the end (actually just missed 3rd).
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 5
(5) PLEDGED

(1) ZOOMIN FOR JAS

(4) PRIMO CARTEL

HORSES TO WATCH:
PLEDGED broke off balance at the start, losing ‐ 1 1/2 length, drifted in at the gap, ‐2 lengths past the gap (losing path),
gamely kept to her task to the end after losing her best chance vs. tougher rivals. (Q) 05/16 outworked by WILL BE A HIT
(12.8‐12.8‐13.0) worked in the middle. Broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start, not quick early, ‐2 lengths
midway, let run, responding very well. Losing by a narrow margin. GRAD C+ DRILL THE ONE TO BEAT on the class!

ZOOMIN FOR JAS (16.40) broke in at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, quick in stride, ‐1 length past the gap, lacked the needed
response thru the final 1/21 vs. better. MAKES HIS 2ND START AS A GELDING.
******************************************************
OTHERS:
PRIMO CARTEL broke off balance, bumped back shortly after the start, losing path, cleared midway (toss it out). Prior effort
he broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, slow early (losing path), raced ‐2 1/2 lengths past the gap, leveled
midway, finished well (9.99 final 1/8) vs. tougher rivals. He figures to get much closer!
EL ULTIMO BILLETE (Q) 06/10 outworked by RUNNIN JESSE (12.5‐12.8) Worked outside. Broke ok, hand shoved, ‐1 length
midway, never asked, finished out with plenty left. Losing by ‐2 lengths. GRADE: B DRILL (Q) 04/15 outworked by K
KARUMBA (12.4‐12.9) Worked outside. Hesitated, drifted out shortly after the start, slow early, ‐3 lengths midway, not
abused, finished out with much run left crossing the wire. GRADE: C+ DRILL
CALIFORNIA COURAGE (Q) 05/13 outworked by ONE SWEET RUNNER (12.0‐12.5) Worked outside. Broke ok, hand shoved, ‐
5 lengths midway, never asked, responding ok. Losing by ‐6 lengths. GRADE; C+ DRILL (Q) 04/22 worked evenly with
MISCHIEF ROYAL CARTEL (both 12.6) Worked outside. Broke well, quick in stride (lead), light hand ride, +3/4 length
advantage midway, asked twice late, responding well. Even up. GRADE C+ DRILL
SUMMERS FURY (16.39) broke ‐1 length slow, drifted in early, ‐2 lengths past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the
final 1/2 (9.84 final 1/8) vs. better. Prior effort she bumped, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, raced in tight
quarters (bumped repeatedly) to the gap (toss it out). She posted a pair of "C" works earlier.
KATHY PERRRY CZECH (Q) 05/09 outworked by ALDELA ELA (12.9‐13.2) Worked outside. Broke off balance, drifted out at
the start, slow early, ‐2 1/2 lengths midway, pushed along, responding ok. Losing by ‐2 1/2 lengths. GRADE: C‐ DRILL (Q)
04/20 BEST over ADELA ELA (12.9‐13.1) Worked inside. Broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, hand shoved,
+1/2 length advantage midway, responding very well. Winning by +1 length. GRADE: C+ DRILL
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 6
(1) SWEET BABIE JAMES

(6) SCHOOL PREZ

(3) SHE SNOWS SHES IVORY

LES ONAKA'S LATE PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
6th race (1,6)

7th race (4,5)

8th race (3,4,5)

9th race (3,5,7)

TOTAL $ 36.00

7th race (2,4,5)

8th race (3,4,5)

9th race (3,5,7)

TOTAL $ 81.00

LARGE TICKET
6th race (1,3,6)

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
SWEET BABIE JAMES (Turf Paradise) broke sharply (lead), flashed good speed, held strong (SPEED TO SPARE) as the betting
favorite at 350 yards. Prior effort he broke off balance, bumped repeatedly shortly after the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, ‐2
lengths midway, finished out with much run left crossing the wire (behind horses). He carries terrific gate speed. Take the
new face!
SCHOOL PREZ (16.90) broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, held
strong (favorably drawn) thru the 9.74 final 1/8 vs. EASIER. Prior effort (16.94) he bumped at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length,
raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, leveled too late (9.73 final 1/8). CLASS DROPPER IS NORMALLY A QUICK BREAKER!
********************************************************************************

OTHERS:
SHE SNOWS SHES IVORY broke ‐1 1/2 length slow, bumped back, raced ‐3 lengths past the gap, leveled too late (should
have been much closer) vs. TOUGHER RIVALS. Prior effort (17.13) she was FRACTIOUS in gate, broke well, quick in stride
(lead), losing lead past the 1 1/16 pole, gamely kept to her task to the end (9.79 final 1/8). 3‐back she was fractious in gate,
broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2
(toss it out). She fits much better at this lower class level.
PYC SPECIAL CASH (15.56) hesitated, lifted at the start, losing ‐2 lengths, ‐2 lengths past the gap (running behind horses),
finished out very well after losing his best chance (9.69 final 1/8). Prior effort he hesitated at the start, losing ‐ 1 length,
raced in tight quarters, losing path near the gap, not abused, finished out full of run. 3‐back he bumped at the start, raced ‐
1 /2 length midway, leveled too late. He is coming off a series of troubled trips.
DAENEREYS (16.99) broke well, quick in stride, raced in tight quarters (bumped) early, right there past the gap, gamely kept
to her task to the end (9.80 final 1/8). Prior effort she broke ‐1/2 length slow, bumped early, raced ‐1 length past the gap,
caught in tight quarters (bumped repeatedly) midway, never recovered.
BUILDING WEALTH (16.97) broke ‐3/4 length slow, drifted in (2‐lanes) at the gap, raced ‐1 length past the gap, kept to his
task to the end (not beaten badly for it all) thru the 9.76 final 1/8. Prior effort he broke ‐1/2 length slow, bumped near the
gap, raced in traffic at the gap, gamely kept to his task to the end (9.68 final 1/8).
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 7
(5) BEMUSED 

(4) WINNERS COOL CHICK

(2) JESS BRING IT

****************100 yards*******************
HORSES TO WATCH:
BEMUSED (17.63) broke ‐1/2 length slow, bumped early, accelerated, right there past the gap, gamely kept to her task to
the end at 350. Prior effort (15.16) she broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, held strong (9.62 final 1/8) at
300. Ultra consistent performer is blessed with gate speed and produced solid races at 100 yards!
WINNERS COOL CHICK (100 YARDS) bumped at the start, put in a big run midway, continued strong to the end (SHOULD
HAVE WON) at 100. Prior effort he bumped at the start, quick in stride, ‐2 lengths past the gap, lacked the needed response
thru the fina1 1/2 in the Kaweah Bar Handicap. 3‐back (100 yards) he broke ‐1/2 length slow, accelerated too late at 100!
***********************************************************************************
OTHERS:
JESS BRING IT (100 YARDS) broke ‐1/2 length slow, gamely kept to his task to the end at 100. Prior effort (16.98) she broke
in at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐3/4 length past the gap, gamely kept to his task to the end at 330.
COMELY (100 YARDS) broke well, quick in stride, gamely kept to his task to the end at 100. Prior effort (15.72) she broke out
at the start, quick in stride (lead), losing lead at the gap, kept to her task to the end when favorably drawn at 300. She
carries terrific gate speed!
KEEPITINTHECAR broke off balance, bumped back at the start, raced in traffic (took up) at the gap, swung outside to clear
past the gap (‐4 lengths), finished strong (should have won), Prior effort (16.81) he broke in at the start, losing ‐1/2 length,
raced ‐1 length past the gap, leveled too late. He needs to show more gate quickness.
SEPERTIST DASH broke ‐3/4 length slow, drifted in early, raced in tight quarters (bumped) midway, caught in traffic past the
1/16 pole (losing path), finished out full of run (should have been much closer) at 330. Prior effort (16.82) he broke in at the
start, drifted in (2‐3 lanes) to the gap, raced ‐1 length past the gap, kept to his task to the end.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 8
(5) KEEP WALKIN

(4) BETTER GOOGLE ME

(3) LOUD LITTLE KID

HORSES TO WATCH:
KEEP WALKIN broke out at the start, LUGGED IN (3‐4 LANES) , bumped past the gap, hard to ride (LUGGING IN) thru the
final 1/2 in the last year's 2 Million Trials. Prior effort she broke out at the start, quick in stride, lugged in (hard to ride),
gamely kept to her task to the end. 3‐back she broke in, bumped at the start, raced in traffic (losing action) early. (Q) 06/06
worked solo (12.5) broke out at the start, LUGGED IN throughout, strangled down, finished out full of run. GRADE: no
grade. HARD TO RIDE PERFORMER CARRRIES MUCH HIDDEN ABILITY......
BETTER GOOGLE ME (16.71) broke in at the start (lead), bumped early, losing lead past the 1/16 pole, gamely kept to her
task to the end (9.62 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.52) she broke in (2‐lanes) shortly after the star, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐1
length past the gap, rallied too late (9.90 final 1/8). A contender but is not high on winning.
LOUD LITTLE KID (15.50) balked at loading, broke well, quick in stride (lead), drifted in past the gap, flashed good speed,
held gamely (9.79 final 1/8) vs. MAIDENS. Prior effort (15.67) she swerved in at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2
lengths past the gap, kept to her task to the end (9.987 final 1/8) vs. maidens. She is easy to ride but is 330 yards asking too
much?
****
OTHERS:
STILL FRIENDS (16.74) broke out, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, leveled midway,
finished well (should have been closer) thru the 9.62 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.50) she bumped at the start, losing ‐3/4
length, put in a big run (lead) past the 1/6 pole, held strong (9.77 final 1/8) vs. maidens She has encountered trouble in her
last 10 outings.
RED AND READY (16.83) broke well, quick in stride, drifted in early, right there past the gap, kept to her task to the end
(9.62 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.74) she broke well, quick in stride, right there past the gap, gamely kept to her task to the
end.
(((())

RACE 9
(5) IMAQTPIE
VANDYS FLASH HANDICAP
PURSE: $25,000‐
DISTANCE: 400 YARDS

(7) KISSED BY AN EAGLE

(3) LOTTA BLUES MAN

IMAQTPIE (19.60) broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, quick in stride, gained the advantage midway,
continued strong for the score (9.54 final 1/8) when capturing the Los Alamitos Winter Derby. Prior effort (19.62) she
bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, leveled midway, finished strong (9.62 final 1/8). 3‐
back (19.70) she hesitated, bumped back (losing path) shortly after the start, not abused, finished out full of run. Filly keeps
on firing huge ratings!
KISSED ON AN EAGLE (19.79) pinballed at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 1/2 lengths, ‐3 lengths midway, leveled
too late (9.632 final 1/8) in last year's Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity. Prior effort (19.72) he broke well, quick in stride
(lead), flashed good speed, held strong (9.57 final 1/8). 3‐back (17.45) he broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1/2 length,
quick in stride, finished strong (9.52 final 1/8). (Q) 06/03 worked solo (17.70) stumbled, drifted in shortly after the start,
quick in stride, flashed good speed, responding strong under light pressure. GRADE: A‐ DRILL FIT AND READY!

LOTTA BLUES MAN hesitated badly at the start, off slow, not abused (toss it out) in the DILLINGHAM. Prior effort (19.64) he
bobbled at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐3/4 length past the gap, drifted out midway, leveled too late in the Los
Alamitos Two Million Futurity. (Q) 06/03 worked solo (12.0) broke off balance, swerved in (3‐lanes) shortly after the start,
quick in stride, flashed good speed, finished strong under light pressure. GRADE: B+ DRILL
***********************************************************
OTHERS:
STELFAST (19.67) broke off balance, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, put in a big run (lead) early, flashed big
speed, held strong (9.54 final 1/8) in the Dillingham. Prior effort (19.81) he bumped at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, quick in
stride, gained the advantage midway, held strong (9.59 final 1/8).
BANNISTER (19.78) broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, leveled past the gap (‐1 length),
finished strong for 2nd (9.54 final 1/8) vs. STELFAST. Prior effort (17.56) he broke well, bumped, drifted out (3‐4 lanes)
early, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, put in a big run midway, continued strong for the score. 3‐back (19.66) he bumped
at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, drifted in midway, kept to his task to the end. He must flee
the rail.
HOLD SWAY (15.59) broke ‐1 length slow, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, leveled midway, finished strong (just missed)
thru the 9.59 final 1/8 vs. easier. Prior effort he broke off balance, bumped repeatedly all the way past the gap, losing ‐1 1/2
length, not abused, appeared to have much left crossing the wire.
FAVORITE AQUAHOLIC (19.77) bobbled at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, gamely kept to his
task to the end (9.54 final 1/8) in the DILLINGHAM vs. STELFAST and company. Prior effort (17.74) she was fractious in gate,
swerved out, bumped at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, quick in stride, raced ‐1 length past the gap, kept to his task (actually
just missed 2nd).
(((((((((())))))))

End

